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MYRIAD BOTANICAL GARDENS REOPENS WITH DAY OF CELEBRATION
OKLAHOMA CITY (September, 2011) – A daylong celebration marked the reopening of the renovated
Myriad Botanical Gardens. Events included concerts, a farmer’s market and pumpkin patch, free
admission to the Crystal Bridge, and a butterfly release. The 28,000 square foot gardens are located in
the heart of downtown Oklahoma City.
Frankfurt Short Bruza (FSB), an Oklahoma City-based architecture and engineering firm, served as lead
architect and engineer for the building projects in association with Gensler during the yearlong
renovations.
“As a longtime Oklahoma City firm, it’s been an honor to lead the renovations of a true landmark like
the Myriad Gardens,” said Allen Brown, principal at FSB. “The dramatic transformation of the gardens
creates more inviting open space with a restaurant, state of the art water features, and sculptures all
complemented by the natural surrounding beauty. Already visitors are enjoying the gardens, and we
expect many more for generations to come.”
The new design provides a community gathering space for arts, entertainment, culture and botanical
education. The Great Lawn and Performance Pavilion now holds up to 2,500 visitors and will host
events like concerts, outdoor movie screenings and seasonal festivals. The new Water Stage provides an
incredible outdoor stage with theatre seating for 500.
As part of the renovation, FSB marked their 65th anniversary with a $50,000 donation for the acquisition
and placement of 65 trees in the Myriad Gardens. Each oak and cypress tree marks a year in business in
Oklahoma City for FSB.
“FSB sees this donation as a commitment to future generations of Oklahomans,” said Brown. “The trees
are a symbol of strength, sustainability and endurance. This donation is near and dear to our hearts at
FSB, as we have been dedicated to the community for more than six decades.”
The trees now line the Great Lawn and Performance Pavilion area of the gardens. A permanent plaque
was dedicated to commemorate the donation.
About Frankfurt Short Bruza
Frankfurt Short Bruza is a full-service, nationally recognized architectural-engineering-planning firm
and has been a demonstrated leader in the delivery of quality services for over 67 years. FSB provides
expertise in architecture; mechanical, electrical, plumbing, structural, civil and fire protection
engineering. In conjunction with exceptional interior design, planning and design-build services, FSB
has created places of distinction nationwide.
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